• Anti Loitering
• Door Ajar Stops Intruders
• Access control & CCTV
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A Safer Building is a
Safer Investment
It’s like having a
security guard for $.75/hour
95% of building crime begins at the front door.
The Video Doorman Safe Lobby System provides a
building with remote security and surveillance
24/7,just like an actual doorman or guard. It limits
access to tenants; it makes sure the front door is
closed;it detects forced entry; and it prohibits
loitering in the lobby. Access control, monitoring
and recording are all rolled into one system. It’s the
only proactive security system available.

The system starts with an
exterior Video Doorman card
reader tied into the front
door.Tenants use a fob to enter
the building. If a fob is lost, it is
programmed out.
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WHAT YOU GET
• 24/7 Access Control & CCTV Surveillance
• A Safe Lobby and entrance area
• Loitering/Soliciting Prevention
• Video Analytics alert Central Station operators to loitering
• 24/7 Emergency Panic Buttons in the lobby.

CENTRAL STATION
An internet A/V signal travels
over a high speed internet
connection to a 24-hour UL
certified Central Station.
Operators are trained to handle
video monitoring calls and will
dispatch authorities and notify
owners when necessary.
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ENTRY SURVEILLANCE WITH PROACTIVE
ANTI LOITERING ANALYTICS
Cameras with proprietary video analytics monitor
lobby and entrance to alert trained Central Station
operators to warn intruders and
prevent loitering. The cameras,
speakers and microphone allow
operators to interact and prevent
loitering and notify police, if
necessary. Hard working tenants
come home to a crime-free entrance.

HOW IT WORKS
The system integrates a card reader and front door
contact with cameras, and speaker/microphone in
the lobby and elevator. It is linked to a high quality
Digital Video Recorder equipped with Video
Analytics connected to a high speed IT line and 24hour UL certified Central Station operators that
proactively prevent loitering in the lobby.

ACCESS CONTROL
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EMERGENCY PANIC BUTTONS
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DOOR AJAR FORCED ENTRY
PREVENTION

Emergency Panic Buttons in the lobby for
added tenant security and assistance.
When pressed, our operator comes online,
and can see, hear, and communicate.

If a door is left ajar, anyone can enter. Tenants
conducting illegal activities always leave the door
ajar so their clients don’t wait outside. Operators
are notified electronically when a door is ajar and
immediately notify building management to
correct the problem.

Call for FREE estimate and information - (877) 384-3363
Available through American Remote Video

• 30 years of Security Experience •
www.videodoorman.com

Video Doorman Safe Lobby Services
1. CARD ACCESS DOOR CONTROL & MANAGEMENT
Enrollment. No more keys outstanding or lost. Every tenant registers
for a fob and if it’s lost, it will be programmed out of the system.
2. 24/7 CCTV RECORDING
With a capability for Central Station interface, audio and visual.
3. ANTI LOITERING
Video Analytics monitors lobby and entrance cameras. If a person(s) stays in the lobby
more than 4 minutes, our Central Station operators are alerted and come online to ask them
to leave: “No loitering allowed in the building.” If they don’t leave, they will be informed that
the Police Department will be dispatched. If they stay, we dispatch. Anti Loitering removes
potential muggers, drug dealers or homeless people from the lobby. Tenants feel safe
knowing they are coming home to an entrance with no potential threats. For owners, this
greatly reduces potential liability.
4. DOOR AJAR NOTIFICATION
We’ve found drug dealers often leave the front door ajar, to conduct their illegal activities, so
their customers don’t have to wait to be buzzed in. If the door is left open more than 5
minutes, we notify building management and can email a clip of the person who left it open.
5. VITAL SIGNS MONITORING
The DVR is programmed to report to Central Station when it needs service, if a camera is
out, or if it’s turned off.
6. 24/7 EMERGENCY PANIC BUTTONS
Emergency Panic Buttons in the lobby for added tenant security and assistance. When
pressed, our Central Station operator comes online, and can see, hear, and communicate to
assist tenants.

Call for FREE estimate and information - (877) 384-3363
Available through American Remote Video

• 30 years of Security Experience •
www.videodoorman.com

